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System Requirements
HAYDi:Switch is designed to operate with minimum system requirement. It
doesn’t require a powerful high tech PC. Features below can be used as a
reference for system requirements .

Microsoft XP, Vista veya Windows 7 operating system
Intel compatible 1Ghz or higher microprocessor
Minimum 512KB RAM ( 1GB preferred)
Minimum 50MB available hard disk space
Minimum 1024x600 screen pixel resolution
Minimum 1 available USB port
Voice card ( for voice/sound feed backs )
CD-ROM driver ( needed for installation only )

Installation and The First Run
Plug the HAYDi:Switch to an available USB port and wait for it, to be recognised
by the system. Once recognised, you’ll be warned by a sound and a warning at
the right bottom corner of the screen. HAYDi:Switch doesn’t require a specific
driver sofware. Therefore it should easily be recognised automatically by the
system.
To install HAYDİ:Switch software, place setup CD (delivered in the box of your
product) in the CD-ROM of your computer. The installation software should run
automatically. If not, run it manually by mouse clicking. Follow the installation
instructions from the screen. Once the installation is completed, you’ll see the
icon of HAYDi:Switch on the task bar, at the right bottom of your screen.
To start working just press the HAYDi:Switch.
The onscreen keyboard on the left side, will
appear on your screen and an indicator frame
will start moving among rows. We call this
action “Scanning”.
Scanning is a utility which replaces mouse and keyboard functions to run a
computer. It functions by pressing the switch sequentially in order to select
between rows and then columns the target icon of a function.
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The First Mouse move with HAYDi:Switch
Let‘s choose the mouse icon from the main onscreen
keyboard. The mouse onscreen keyboard will appear
and the scanning will start automatically. Let‘s choose
one of the arrow icons and watch how the mouse
pointer moves on the screen.

Let’s write our first letters with HAYDi:Switch
Run the WordPad editor. Choose the FQ onscreen
keyboard icon with your switch. The FQ onscreen
keyboard will appear and the scanning will start
automatically. Let‘s try to write your first words by
choosing letters with your switch.
*Keep excercising until you feel comfortable with the process

Until now, you have learnt how to use onscreen mouse and keyboard. So you are
ready to move on.

More information about HAYDi:Switch
♦ With FQ/F+ and Mouse onscreen keyboards, you are able to use a PC with all
features and applications. Other onscreen keyboards like Calculator, Internet
Explorer and else, are designed especially to facilitate the usage of relevant
applications.

♦ HAYDi:Switch is able to create the link between applications and onscreen
keyboards. For each application, it recalls automatically the linked onscreen
keyboard .

♦ You are free to designate the link between an application and an onscreen
keyboard . So you are not obliged to use default settings.

♦ To facilitate and accelerate the “target mouse” function on a large monitor
(with e.g. 17inch or more screen width), you are able to divide the screen to 4
pieces and do the scanning in the area needed.

♦ You are able to perform sensitive mouse clicks by changing the settings of the
smart mouse parameter.
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♦ HAYDi:Switch is flexible. It allows to define different usage features and
settings for different users.

♦ You can define as much user as your system allows. This feature is especially
needed in schools and multi user environments. Each user can work with it’s
own private settings .

♦ You can change the colours of onscreen keyboards and indicator frames as
you wish.

♦ On the Communication onscreen keyboard, besides 43 pre-recorded voice
messages (male and female voices) there are 4 spare icons. These icons are
especially created for your own recorded messages.

Discover the Main HAYDi:Switch Menu
Once HAYDi:switch’s sofware is activated, it’s
icon appears on the task bar of the screen.
When the mouse pointer is on the icon, you can
see the information about the sofware release
number and active user name. You can reach
the menu of HAYDi:Switch, by pressing the
right button of the mouse.
Settings about speed, colour, voice,
onscreen keyboard placement and else, can
be made through this menu.
“About HAYDi:Switch” will give you
information about the software and “Exit”
will stop the software.
Now, let’s look at the other menu options.
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Voice Settings
Sounds and names of letters
and numbers on the FQ
onscreen keyboard are prerecorded. Once the “Voice
On” setting is selected, they
are activated. This feature is
especially designed for literacy
classes in schools.
This setting is not related with the Communication onscreen keyboard.
The Communication on screen keyboard voice is always active.
Voice gender can be selected through Male Voice, Female Voice options of
the menu. This feature is also valid for the Communication onscreen keyboard.

User Settings
HAYDi:Switch, allows to define as much user as your system allows.
You can create, delete users or switch among users whenever you want.
Default user is the master
one. You can’t delete or recreate it. Initially all new
users
are
created
automatically with the
Default user’s settings. Please
remember that, to delete a
user, you need to be Default
user.
Once the computer is turned
off and on, or the software re-activated, HAYDi:Switch will automatically
remember the last user and it’s settings.
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User can be selected through Select User.
If the list is too long, you can easily reach the
target user by typing the initial letter of the
name.

Bringing the mouse pointer on the software’s
icon (on taskbar), will allow you to learn the
active user’s name.
New User : Except the Default user, you can
create as much new user as you want.
User names should not exceed 30 characters
(spaces included).

Once the user is sucessfully
created, the side message
box appears on screen.
With Select User, you can
switch to the new user and
make its special user
settings immediately.

If the new user name
already exists in the
system or the name is
not apropriate, an
error message will
appear and you will be
requested to retry to
repeat the process.
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Delete User : Except the
Default user, you can delete all
users. To delete a user, you
have to be the Default user.
Otherwise you’ll face the side
error message.
To remove a user, you can use
the Delete User option from
the User Settings menu. If the list is too
long, you can use the scroll bar or simply type
the initial of the user to reach.
Once the deleting operation is successfully
done, the message below will appear.

Scanning Settings
You are able to change the scanning speed, scanning cycle number and the
colour of the indicator frame according to your needs.
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Our first setting is the scanning speed to define the speed of the indicator
frame movement. The speed value has to be a number between 100 Milisecond
(1/10 of a second) and 4000 Milisecond (4 seconds). By moving on the speed
choice bar, you’ll see above the bar, the choosen speed value in miliseconds.
With cycle setting, we define the cycle number of the indicator frame. This
value has to be a number between 1 and 9. It indicates the scanning number of
the indicator frame over rows and columns. For example if this value is 2, all
rows/columns will be scanned only 2 times unless a selection is made.
With colour setting, the indicator frame colour can be changed.
Notice: If the colour of the indicator frame is the same with the background
colour of the onscreen keyboard, it can’t be seen. That’s why please pay attantion
to not use your indicator’s colour as a background colour of onscreen keyboards.
You can easily see the results, effects of your settings by pressing the Preview
button.

Keyboard Settings
With this option, you can change the colour and the positioning of onscreen
keyboards on the screen. As this operation can only be done for the active
keyboard, firstly do press the HAYDi:Switch to see which keyboard is active at
the moment. The active keyboard can also be seen in the keyboard positioning
window (at the upper left corner). To change the position of the present active
keyboard on the screen, drag the window with your mouse to the place that you
like. To complete the keyboard positioning operation, you should press OK
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button for final confirmation. Now, the keyboard will operate at its new
coordinates on the screen.
While changing the colour of the keyboard do pay attention to choose a different
colour than the indicator frame. Otherwise the indicator frame so the scanning
function can’t be seen.

Mouse Settings
All settings about mouse pointer movements are done through this menu.

Mouse settings menu is composed from 3 different sections: Mouse Settings,
Smart Mouse Settings and Target Settings.
Mouse Settings - Speed: A value between 1 and 99 can be selected. 1 is the
fastest, 99 is the slowest movement value. Although, with the Pixel Sensitivity
parameter, fine tunings can be done with mouse pointer movements.
Mouse Settings - Pixel Sensitivity: A value between 1 and 10 can be
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selected. This value indicates the sensitivity of the mouse pointer. While, value 1
shows that, the pointer will pass through each pixel of the screen, value 10 shows
that, the pointer will move by skipping 10 pixels in each step. That’s why, if a big
number is choosen for pixel sensitivity, the mouse will speed up on the screen.
Although, as a consequence of this speed, the mouse will not be able to make
sensitive movements and selections. (as it skips pixels on the way)
Try to find the best pixel sensitivity value for yourself by changing the settings. 4
would be an ideal value for this setting.
Smart Mouse Settings - Pixel Number: This setting allows the use of the
mouse like the first movement and acceleration of a stopping car. The mouse
movement can be quite slow at the beginning and then can accelerate. This
option is especially designed for users who need to use applications that need
fine tunings like design, drawing softwares.
A value between 1 and 30 can be choosen. This value indicates the area where
the mouse pointer will move slowly. For example 15 indicates that, at every
direction, the mouse will move slowly for 15 pixels. The waiting period at each
pixel is defined with the Waiting Time setting. After 15 pixel, the mouse will
move with its normal speed defined at the mouse speed setting.
You can turn off this feature by selecting value 1 .
Smart Mouse Settings - Waiting Time (Milisecond): Value defined will
be applied for pixels defined at pixel number parameter. It shows the waiting
time at each pixel which number is defined at the pixel number. Maximum
waiting time is 500 milisecond (half second). Other values can be 400, 300, 200
and 100 milisecond. 100 Milisecond is 1/10 of a second and is the minimum
value for this parameter.
Try to find best setting value for yourself. Normally 100 is an ideal one.
Target Settings - Target Scanning Style: Target Scanning is an alternative
to mouse movements. When you use the mouse with high speed, you can face
difficulties in reaching your targets on the screen. Target Scanning function is
especially designed to overcome this problem. Scanning the screen first
horizontally and then vertically provides a perfect target hit. Mouse pointer is
moved directly to the conjunction point of these two sequential scans.
Target Scanning offers two screen scanning options.
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First option is to scan the Whole Screen at once. This option is efficient for
monitors with 15inch or smaller screen width.

Second option is Divided Screen scanning. At this option, the screen is divided to
4 and each piece is scanned. As you select the piece of screen where your target is
located, the normal target scanning function runs. The screen part selected will
be scanned first horizontaly and then vertically to allow you to hit your target.
This option offers very quick and accurate target reach especially for monitors
with 15inch or bigger screen width.
Target Settings - Pixel Sensitivity: A value between 1 and 10 can be selected.
If the value is high, the scanning process is fast but as the sensitivity is low you
may miss the target. In the contrary, if this value is low, your target reach is for
sure but the scanning process can take a while.
Try to find best settings for you. 4 is an ideal one.
Target Settings - Colour : The horizontal and vertical scanning bar’s colour
can be defined through this option.
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Application Settings
With Application Settings, you can create or change the links between your
computer applications and HAYDi:Switch onscreen keyboards.
When an application is launched in the computer and the HAYDi:Switch is
pressed, HAYDi:Switch tries to recognise the application. If the
application is not in the list of Identified Applications, a link between
the application and the Home onscreen keyboard is automatically
created. In the meanwhile, the application name is added into the list of
Identified Applications.
You’re able to change this link any time. This can be done in two ways:
Automatic and Manual.

Automatic Link Change: You need to run the application which’s onscreen
keyboard link is subject to be changed. Once you select the Application Settings
menu, you’ll see that the application’s name is automatically highlighted by
HAYDi:Switch software in the known applications list. You can see the onscreen
keyboard’s icon linked to it, in the Linked Keyboard box. By pressing foward
(>) or backward (<) buttons from the Change Link box, you can select another
keyboard to be linked to the application. Press SAVE and then OK to finalise the
13
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operation. Until another change, the application will use this new keyboard with
HAYDi:Switch.
Manual Link Change: In this method, you run the HAYDi:Switch Application
Settings menu without running the application which keyboard link is subject to
be changed. You need to select and highlight manually (via mouse click) the
application’s name from the Identified Applications list. Further steps are the
same as the Automatic Link Change operation. (If you can’t find the name of the
application in Identified Applications list, do remember that you need to run the
application and press HAYDi:Switch at least once).
Identified Applications list is indexed from A-Z. If the list is too long, you can
reach your application by typing its initials.
Some applications system names can be different from their known product
names. For Example: WINWORD instead of Microsoft Word or AcroRd32
instead of Adobe Acrobat Reader... If you’re not certain of the name, prefer to
use Automatic Link Change operation to prevent any mistake.
Single Switch Settings: Some applications, especially the ones for the
education of disabled people, are designed to work with a single key. If you are
using these kind of applications, you need to link them with Single Key onscreen
keyboard and find out the key used in the application: Enter, Space or
MouseLeftClick . Select the appropriate key from Single Key Setting section and
afterwords do not forget to press SAVE.
HAYDi:Switch has a second switch port. This extra port is designed for teachers.
Some educational applications are designed for co-operational work of students
and teachers. If you are using a similar application, plug the teacher’s switch to
the second port and make the appropriate selection from the 2. Key Setting
section. Don not forget to press SAVE to confirm and finalise the process.
About HAYDi:Switch: Gives information about HAYDi:Switch application.
Exit : Stops the HAYDi:Switch application.
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HAYDi:Switch Onscreen Keyboards
Basically the FQ/F+ and Mouse OnScreen Keyboards are designed to use a PC
with all features and applications. Although, other onscreen keyboards offer you
extra facilities in the usage of their relevant applications.

Common Functions Icons
As some functions are the same for every application, you will see their icon on
different HAYDi:Switch onscreen kayboards.
Cancel Icon: Select this icon to stop the scanning function.

Single Arrow Icons: Function like the
arrow keys of the keyboard. Use them to
move in menus or move the cursor in a text.
Double Arrow Icons: Function like
arrow keys of the keyboard, but continuosly
repeated until you press to HAYDi:Switch.
Page Icons: These icons are used for page
navigation. While Home takes you to the top
of a document, End takes you to the end of
it. PgDn (abbreviation of Page Down) takes
you to the next page and PgUp (abbreviation of Page Up) takes you to the
previous page. They function exactly like the same keys on the keyboard.
Windows Icon: Functions like if the keyboard’s windows key is
pressed.
The Start Menu is activated and options are scanned
automatically. You can navigate in the menu by pressing the
HAYDi:Switch or cancel the scanning.
Context Icon: Functions like if the keyboard’s context menu key is
pressed. It seems like the function of the mouse’s right click, but there is
a basic difference. With the right mouse click, a menu next to the mouse
pointer appears and the options in it are not scanned. Although when
the context menu is pressed, a menu next to the cursor or selected area appears
and it is scanned. You can navigate, select or exit from the menu by pressing
HAYDi:Switch.
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Select Pane Icon: When applications in Windows operating system
get complicated, they usually use sections called “panes” where options
are grouped. To move among these sections, you can use the Select
Pane Icon.
Select All Icon: This icon functions as if Control-A is typed. So,
objects in the section are all selected.
Undo Icon: This icon functions as if Control-Z is typed. It takes back
the last action, gets you to the previous state if possible.

Cut, Copy and Paste Icons: Selected objects can
be cut, copied and pasted with these functions.

Scan Button Icon: This icon scans automatically and sequentially all
selectable areas of your application or current window. Once the
highlighter comes on the requested button, you can stop the scanning
by pressing HAYDi:Switch and continue your work in the area.
If you miss your target button during the scanning process, you can reselect the Scan Button Icon. At this time, the buttons will be scanned in
reverse order. If the icon symbol is changed to a pressed button as seen aside,
you can understand that the icon will function in reverse order. Once the reverse
scanning is done, the icon symbol will change to its original hight.
Ribbon Menu Icon: You can use this icon to access Microsoft new
menu style named ribbon menu. If your application has ribbon style
menu system, use Ribbon Menu icon and than choose the showed word
sequences to select a ribbon menu option.
For regular menu style applications use Scan Menu icon functions to scan menu
options.
Scan Menu Icon: Menu of applications can be reached and used with
this function. Once selected, current application menu will firstly be
scanned horizontally. For example, while using the WordPad, scanned
sections will be File, Edit, Format, View and Help. The scanning will
continue until you press the HAYDi:Switch. Once pressed, the onscreen
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keyboard below will appear.
This onscreen keyboard contains the
Cancel, Enter and Arrow Key function
icons. You can select the function that you
need.

Enter Icon: Functions like the Enter key of the keyboard.

Space Icon: Functions like the Space Bar of the keyboard.

Backspace Icon: Functions like the Backspace Key of the keyboard.
It takes the cursor one character back. In some applications, it can be
used for “cancel” function.
Delete Icon: Fuctions like the Delete Key of the keyboard. It erases the
right side object of the current cursor position.

Escape Icon: Functions like the Escape Key of the keyboard. In some
applications, it can be used to Exit the application or close the window.
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Onscreen Keyboards and Their Functions
HAYDi:Switch has 9 on screen keyboards designed to use with computer
applications and a main Home onscreen keyboard to reach these keyboards.
Basically with Home, Mouse and FQ/F+ onscreen keyboards, you can use all
computer applications and operating system functions. The other onscreen
keyboards are especially designed to facilitate the usage of some applications.
Usage of these keyboards are optional.

Home Onscreen Keyboard :
With Home onscreen keyboard you can reach other onscreen keyboards
and perform operating system’s and application’s some basic common
functions defined below.
When you run an application
in your computer for the very
first time, it is linked
automatically with the Home
keyboard. You can change this
link anytime and link another
onscreen keyboard by using
HAYDi:Switch Application
Settings menu item.
Desktop Icon: This is used to show the desktop. When selected, all
applications are minimised and send to the task bar.

Task Bar Icon: When selected, all applications on the task bar are
scanned. By pressing the HAYDi:Switch, you can select the application
that you wish to work.
Open File, Save File, Print File Icons: You
can use these icons to open, save or print files of
your applications.
To open a file, save a file or print a file, you need to make entries to the relevant
dialog boxes of the system. This task can easily be done by Button Scan function.
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Also, for name entries and changes, you need to use the FQ/F+ keyboard.
Speaker Icon: This icon is used to adjust system’s voice level. When
selected, the window below appears on the screen. The last icon is to
turn off the voice (mute function)
Icons with down arrow signs
are for volume down and
icons with up arrow signs are
for volume up functions.
Icons with single arrow sign function more slowly than icons with double arrow
sign.

PS1: Voice Communication Onscreen Keyboard is affected from the usage of
this keyboard. Use the Speaker Icon to set volume level of the Voice
Communication Keyboard.
PS2: Microsoft XP and Vista operating system main voice levels are different.
That’s why, quick and slow voice up&down functions work at different levels.
While working with both systems in the same environment, please note that to
get the same voice level, it is better to use icons with single arrow sign on
Windows XP and icons with double arrow sign on Windows Vista.

*Icons not included at this page, are explained under the Common Functions Icons
header ...
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Mouse Onscreen Keyboard
All mouse functions and movements can be done with Mouse onscreen
keyboard. Special settings of this keyboard functions can be done from
HAYDi:Switch Mouse Settings menu.

Direction Icons: Movement of the mouse pointer to 8 different
directions. Arrow Sign inside the icon shows the target direction of the
pointer. Speed and Smart Mouse settings can be done from Mouse
Settings.
Mouse Button Icons: Red button symbol in the
icon shows the mouse button to be clicked. The
number inside shows number of clicks.
Drag Icon: To move objects, first we need to select the object and
then hold pressed the left button of the mouse and drag the object to it’s
new place. For dragging, we first need to select Drag Icon and then use
Direction Icons to go to the new place. To end the dragging operation,
we need to re-select the Drag Icon. Once the dragging function is on,
the Drag Icon symbol becomes a pressed mouse symbol. When the
operation is done and the Drag Icon re-pressed, the icon changes to it’s normal
shape.
Minimise, Restore, Maximise and
Close Icons: They fuction like the upperright corner window icons. Minimise icon,
minimises the current window and send it to
the Task Bar. Restore icon, brings the current window to it’s previous dimension.
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Maximise icon, brings the current window to maximum size. Close icon, closes
the current window.
Target Scanning Icon: It is an important feature of HAYDi:Switch
which facilitates the usage of the mouse. When selected, the screen is
firstly scanned horizontally by a bar. You need to press HAYDi:Switch
when the bar is on the target area where you want to bring the mouse
pointer. You need to press HAYDi:Switch again to start the vertical scan of the
bar. When the bar reaches to your target area, you press the switch to stop
scanning process. The mouse pointer will come automatically to the intersection
point of the horizontal and vertical bars.
There are two types of Target Scanning: Whole Screen Scanning and Divided
Screen Scanning. The settings can be done from Mouse Settings menu item.
Whole Screen Scanning: The Screen is directly scanned horizontaly and then
verticaly. You can easily use this function type with 15inch or smaller screens.
When the screen size get larger, this function can be slower. If so, you should
better use the Divided Screen Scanning function type.
Divided Screen Scanning: This function type firstly divides the screen to 4 equal
pieces and scans them. When a piece of screen is selected, the Whole Screen
Scanning function runs into that part of the screen with horizontal and vertical
bar scanning. If you don’t make a selection of screen piece, the mouse pointer
will come automatically at the center of the screen.
Target Scanning Function is very useful in reaching small buttons, corners etc.
It facilitates your work on fine, sensitive mouse operations.

*Icons not included at this page, are explained under the Common Functions Icons
header ...
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FQ Onscreen Keyboard
Keyboard with letters, numbers, punctuations, alphanumeric characters

Key Repeat Icon: When selected, the icon symbol changes to a
pressed key. Letter, number, character or function selected afterwords,
will be printed on the screen repeatedly until you repress the switch to
stop. The icon symbol will take it’s original shape.
Caps Lock Icon: When selected, the icon symbol changes to a pressed
key, the CapsLock light of the keyboard is turned on and the FQ
keyboard letters change to upper case. Afterwords, all characters
selected will be printed uppercase until the CapsLock icon is reselected.
Shift Icon: When selected, the character choosen just after will be
printed uppercase if the character is lowercase or lowercase if the
character is uppercase.
Insert Icon: When selected, the icon symbol changes to a pressed key
until it is reselected. When it is selected, all characters, letters, numbers
selected are inserted into the text by shifting it to right. Otherwise,
present text will be overwritten.
Control Icon: It is for the usage of Windows Operating System
keyboard shortcuts like Ctrl-a, Ctrl-o etc. These shortcuts can be found
in operating system and application manuals .
Alternate Icon: It is for the usage of windows and application
shortcuts like Alt-f, Alt-h etc. They can be found in operating system
and application manuals.
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F+ Onscreen Keyboard
Relatively less used characters which are not included into FQ
Onscreen Keyboard are located in F+ Onscreen Keyboard.

Print Screen and System Request Icon: When selected, the
picture of the present screen will be copied into the buffer. With the
Paste function of Mouse Onscreen Keyboard, this picture can be pasted
anywhere you wish. Please do not forget that, the view of the F+
Onscreen Keyboard will also be in the picture.
Control Break Icon: Although it is an old fashioned function, there
are still some applications which do use it. This function is generally to
stop the application flow. Please check the manuals of your applications
for the usage.

*Icons not included at this page, are explained under the Common Functions Icons
header ...
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Internet Explorer Onscreen Keyboard
It is designed for quick, easy and efficient usage of Microsoft Internet
Explorer browser application.

List Previously Typed Addresses: Functions as if the button next
to the address bar is selected. So, previously typed, visited addresses are
listed. You can navigate and select among them.
Go Backward/Foreward: It is used to navigate backward
and foreward among pages of the current web site visited.

Address Bar: It takes you directly to the address bar where you can
type the addresses that you want to visit.

Complete the Address: You can type only the name of the target web
site and then select this function. It will complete the address by adding
automatically “www.” and “.com” to it. For example instead of typing
www.microsoft.com to the address bar, you can type only microsoft and select
this function. It will become www.microsoft.com
Escape: To stop/cancel a page loading operation, you need to select
this icon. You can also use it to close dialog boxes.

Refresh: Refreshes current page that you are visiting by reloading it.
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Search in Page: Brings a dialog box where you can type a word that
you are looking into the current page. You can close this box by using
Escape Icon.
Select Tab: Navigates between opened tabs from left to right. At the
last tab, it skips to the first one and continues navigating.

New Tab: This function opens a new tab and takes you to the address
bar to type the new address.

Close Tab: Closes the current tab. If it is the only tab open, the internet explorer also will automatically be closed. If there are other tabs, the
following one will be opened.
Quick Tab View: A list of opened tabs is printed. You can navigate in
it with arrow keys and select among with Enter icon.

Web Search: It takes you automatically to the web search box.

Web Search Options: It is used to change the web search engine
provider or it’s settings. You can navigate in with Arrow key icons.

Favorites: It shows your Favorite Web Sites list. You can navigate
with Arrow keys, select with Enter key and exit with Escape key.

Add to Favorites: Adds the current web site address to the Favorites
List.

Full Screen: Internet Explorer window is maximised with exclusion of
it’s menu. You can restore the previous screen by re-selecting this
function icon.
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Page Menu: Opens the menu of available functions for the current
web page visited.

Home Page: Takes you to the default page of your Internet Explorer.
You can change your default page from home page menu.

Page Zoom In/Out: Zooms in or out page of the current
visited web site, to facilitate reading.

RSS Feed: RSS Feed, shows updated contents of a web site. If the
visited web site has RSS Feed feature, this function lists updated
contents of the site. For more information about RSS Feed, you can use
help menu of your Internet browser application.

*Icons not included at this page, are explained under the Common Functions Icons
header ...
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Media Player Onscreen Keyboard
It is designed for efficient and easy usage of Microsoft Media Player
application. You can listen Music and watch Movies with it.

Play/Pause: You can play or pause your selected media. If you select
this icon after Pause function, Play function will continue from the
current position.

Play Backward/Foreward: You can move foreward or
backward on the current media.

Page Foreward/Backward: You can move foreward or
backward in Media Player’s changed page views.

Fast Foreward/Backward: You can fast foreward or
backward on the current media. For example to go at the end
or at the beginning of a movie.
Artist/Album/Song: Lists your library indexed by
artist, album or song name to facilitate your choice.

Voice Volume Up/Down: Increases or decreases Media
Player application voice volume. This settings are not related
with the operating system voice settings.
Voice Off/Mute: Turns off Media Player application voice. This
setting doesn’t effect operating system voice settings.
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Random Run: Songs in your playing list are choosed and played
randomly.

Repeated Run: Until canceled, media choosen will play repeatedly.

Change Screen: Changes Media Player screen view, while it is on
“now playing” screen.

Stop: Stops the playing process. Afterwords, if you select Play again,
playing operation will start from the first track of the media.

Maximise/Minimise Album Cover: From Media Player
Library window, you can list downloaded media with their
album covers. The size of these Album Covers can be changed
with this function.
Classic Menu: It toggles Media Player classic menu on and off. Menu
scanning function runs properly at classic menu.

*Icons not included at this page, are explained under the Common Functions Icons
header ...
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Windows Live E-Mail Onscreen Keyboard
Windows Live, is a free application pack of Microsof Corporation. You
can use the e-mail and agenda services of this pack called Windows Live
Mail. Windows Live E-Mail Onscreen Keyboard is designed for easy, quick and
efficient usage of this application.
Windows Live applications can be downloaded from http://download.live.com/
web site address.

Next/Previous Mail: You can navigate backward and
foreward in your mail box contents.

Open Mail: Selected mail is opened in a window.

New Mail: You can compose a new mail.

Forward: Use this icon to send a mail to someone else.

Reply: You can reply a mail with it.
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Next Unread Mail: Takes you to the next unread mail in your mail
box.

Find Mail: You can search mail in your mail box upon given criterias.

Send/Receive All Mails: All unsent mails are sent and new ones
received.

Send Mail: Send a mail to the receiver.

Save Mail: Saves a copy of the mail in Draft directory.

Delete Mail: Selected mail is sent to the deleted items directory. If
you want to delete it forever you also need to delete it from this
directory. In this case, it is not possible to reach the mail anymore.
Display Images: It is used to display images into the mails which
are not displayed for security purposes.

Junk Mail: Selected mail will be marked as Junk Mail and afterwords,
all mails addressed from the same address will automatically be send to
the Junk Mail directory.
Go to Directory: A list of directories is listed in a window. You can
select among them and go to this directory.

Copy to the Directory: Selected mail is copied to the selected
directory.
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Menu: Go to the menu and scan it’s options. Option to show on/off
classic menu can be selected from here.

Mail: Mail section is selected. All mails are reached from there.

Calendar: Calendar and agenda sections are selected with it.

Contacts: Contact address list which contains contact names, e-mail
addresses, phone numbers and other information is reached with it.

RSS Feed: RSS feed mails can be checked with it. New members can
be included or excluded.

News Groups: Mails from joined groups are checked. Memberships
to news groups are organised with it.

*Icons not included at this page, are explained under the Common Functions Icons
header ...
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E-Book Onscreen Keyboard
Nowadays, mostly books and documents are published in PDF format.
Books and documents in PDF format, can easily be read with this
specific onscreen keyboard.

Previous/Next Page: Navigation among pages of the
document. Changes pages backward and foreword. PgDn and
PgUp icons function in the current displayed page.
First/Last Page: Takes you to the first and last page of the
document.

Go To Page: Once the requested target page number is entered, it
takes you directly to that page.

Page Zoom In/Zoom Out: Text of the pages is zoomed
in or out to facilitate reading.

Full Screen: Page of the document is spread to full screen by
elimination of applicatiom menu display. Reselection of the icon
restores the view and displays application menu.
Reading Mood: Once selected, the classic menu is displayed and
document to be read is placed in it.

Previous/Next View: If display modes are changed,
navigation between these screens is done with it.
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Classic Menu : Enables and disables the classic menu display.

Calculator Onscreen Keyboard
It is designed for easy usage of operating system calculator application.

Square root

Inverse

Sign Change

CE (Clear End) : Clears last entry.
C (Clear): Clears all entries.

MC (Memory Clear) : Clears the memory.
MR (Memory Recall): Recalls the memory content.
MS(Memory Save): Saves the content of the calculation bar in
memory.
M+(Memory Plus): Adds the content of the calculation bar to
the memory content.
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Voice Communication Onscreen Keyboard
It is designed for the usage of individuals having speech disabilities.
Symbols of the keyboard are selected from worldwide known PCS set.

Settings can be done from HAYDİ:Switch Voice Settings section. Voice can be
turned on or off and voice gender can be selected as male or female.
In addition to 43 pre-recorded voice messages, keyboard contains 4
empty icons ready to be recorded due to your specific needs. To record
messages to these icons, please follow instructions below.
1.

Make sure a microphone is plugged to the computer.

2.

Run the Sound Recorder application of the operating system. You can
found this application in Applications->Accessories->Entertainment
menu.

3.

Record the message by clicking the red doted button. Once finished, stop
the recording and listen it
with play button. If you’re
not satisfied with the
result, retry to record your
message again.

4.

Select File -> Save As. From the dialog box, select \aac\speakerbox
directory of HAYDi:Switch’s application directory as location place of the
voice file.

5.

If your message is recorded with Male voice, write M_MyWord1 as file
name. If your recording voice is Female, write F_MyWord1 . Save the
file and exit from voice recording application.

The Picture Communication Symbols ©1981–2009 by DynaVox Mayer-Johnson LLC. All Rights Reserved Worldwide. Used
with permission. Boardmaker™ is a trademark of Mayer-Johnson LLC.
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You can now use MyWord1 icon of the voice communication keyboard. Same
instructions shall be followed for the usage of MyWord2, MyWord3 and
MyWord4 icons. Please pay attention that the number at the end of the file name, has to be the same with the number of the icon.
Male Voice : M_MyWord1, M_MyWord2, M_MyWord3, M_MyWord4
Female Voice : F_MyWord1, F_MyWord2, F_MyWord3, F_MyWord4
For good voice quality, recording values preferably need to be -- PCM
44,100Khz, 16Bit, Stereo --
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